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A textbook that meets an insistent demand
n

ELECTRICITY
AND
MAGNETISM
By NORMAN E. GILBERT
Professor of Physics, Dartmoutth College

Designed to give the non-technical student information of general
value and to lay a broad foundation for further work in either
electrical engineering or mathematical investigation.
Suitable for a year course following the course in general physics in
the liberal arts college or for the first course in electricity in the
technical school.

Chapter
I. Electricity and the Electrostatic Field
II. Magnetism, Magnets, and
the Magnetic Field
I. Potential
IV. Capacity
V. Electrical Images
VI. Atmospheric Electricity
VII. Terrestrial Magnetism
VIII. The Electric Circuit
IX. Measurement of Current
X. Resistance and Its Measurement
XI. Measurement of Potential

XII. Electrolytic Conduction
and Batteries
XIII. Current and Magnetic
Field
XIV. The Ballistic Galvanometer

XV. Iron and the Magnetic
Circuit
XVI. Direct-Current Dynamo
Machines
XVII. Current in Inductive
Circuits
XVIII. Measurement of In-

NOT a work in electrical engineering, not a treatise on
mathematical theory, nor yet a cyclopedia on electricity and magnetism, this text is an outline and guide,
covering fundamental principles and using as illustrations
applications to engineering and to appliances in common
use.

ductance and Capacity
XIX. Units and Dimensions
XX. Alternating-Current

*OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS*

XXI. Alternating-Current Net-

Its treatment of foundations is full and clear. Each new subject
is approached from the solid foundation of facts already mastered.
Its mathematics requires no knowledge beyond elementary calculus.
A student taking calculus parallel with this course will be able to
understand it.
It treats modern theories at considerable length, without entering
too far upon controversial matters.
It contains an abundance of pertinent, modern illustrative material, much of which is drawn from engineering practice.
Its carefully prepared problems are sufficient in number to allow
choice from year to year. They offer all degrees of complexity.
It is completely equipped with diagrams which are unusually clear
and instructive.

XXII. Alternators-Generators

This fine new textbook will be published November 29.
If you plan to teach a course in the subject next
semester let us tell you more about it.

60 Fifth Ave.
L

* CONTENTS*

Meters

works
and Motors

XXIII. Transformers
XXIV. Rectification of Alternating Current
XXV. Transmission and Distribution of Power
XXVI. Conduction in Gases
XXVII. Communication by
Wire

XXVIII. Electromagnetic
Waves

XIX. Thermionic Electron
Tubes

XXX. Thermo-Electricity
XXXI. Radioactivity and the
Structure of Matter
XXXI. Electrons in Magnetic
and Electric Fields.
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What is the best method of analyzing population statistics ?
How can the effect of the death rate on population be measured most accurately?
Do only a minority of deaths in the Western World bear a direct relation to births?
Can a reduction of mortality offset a reduction of fertility?
These are some of the questions discussed in this important new monograph-

Just Published

Fertility and Reproduction
Methods of Measuring the Balance of Births and Deaths
By ROBERT R. KUCZYNSKI
$1.85
The book is intended to serve as a reliable guide on the methods of measuring fertility and
reproduction. The application of these methods, even the more refined, does not presume any
knowledge of higher mathematics.
DR. WARREN S. THOMPSON, of the Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems, says:
"I believe that this study will assist materially in
furthering the more careful evaluation of fertility in
different populations. Its chief virtue is that it sets
forth in fairly simple terms a method of measuring
fertility which shows its trend much more clearly and
accurately than those ordinarily in use. It will prove
of real help to those of us who are interested in
demography but are uniable to follow the more technical explanation of this method hitherto available."

DR. CONSTANTINE E. McGUIRE says:
"This compact volume is an implement of enduring
value to those who have occasion to utilize, in their
studies of population, the statistical apparatus available for the measurement of fertility and reproduction. It will prove, I feel certain, an indispensable
auxiliary. . . The work of a generation of concentration on demographic movements and their appraisal
and predictability has been brought together in this
monograph. "

Another FALCON PRESS Book

The Relativity Theory Simplified
And the Formative Period of Its Inventor

By MAX TALMEY, M.D.

the boyhood friend of Professor Einstein
With an Introduction by
DEAN GEORGE B. PEGRAM of Columbia University
$1.50
DEAN PEGRAM in his Introduction says:
"But what is of still more importance to the reader, the author writes as a teacher gifted in logical but
simple exposition. He leads the reader through the subjects by those paths, some of his own making, that he
has himself found straightest and easiest. While this book is for laymen to read and understand, it will be
none the less useful to students of physics and to teachers of the subject."
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